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https://www.acid-tech.co/

ACID Technologies
ACID Technologies developed automated unique solutions to monitor all
external threats. ACID Intelligence - Real-time Cyber Intelligence platform based
on dedicated robots that automatically monitors 24/7 all the hackers zones
such as: darknet, deep web, IRC channels, web chats, WhatsApp groups,
telegram groups etc. providing tailored intelligence for all your needs. ACID DIP
- Real-time Digital Identity Protection platform that monitor all digital footprint
of the organization for signs of tampering: Website defacement & availability,
imposters apps in all app stores globally, social media (FB, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.)
profile monitoring and imposter pages, DNS pharming, Near Identical domains
& Phishing. Use cases: Extending SOC capabilities beyond the perimeter.
1.

Identifies business email compromise (BEC)

2.

Identifies data leak

3.

Identifies stolen credentials, critical information

4.

Identifies defacement attacks

5.

Identifies dns pharming

6.

Identifies social media tampering and imposters and much more...
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https://www.nucleon.sh/

Nucleon
Nucleon, cyber security startup providing cyber intelligence for organizations
specializes in collecting and analyzing current threats on the internet and
providing organizations/governments with proactive technology that
compliment their existing cyber security tools and enables them to defend
against new and emerging threats. Nucleon is cyber awards excellence
winner for 2019 and have been chosen among the 10 most innovative
startups to watch for 2019 with offices in Israel, USA and in The Netherlands.

Nucleon is working with its local partners , to provide its services and
products to clients over western Europe including large organizations, SMB
and governments. Nucleon solution enables organizations to implement the
next generation of cyber security tools within their existing systems. Nucleon
Enables organizations at all sizes to be able to see, analyze and defend
against the sophisticated threats today that might become breaches.
Nucleon automatic platform makes it easy and simple to implement its
technologies.
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https://www.cybersixgill.com/

Sixgill
Established in 2014, Sixgill already has a wide range of customers from
leading Fortune 500 companies as well as US Federal Agencies. Utilizing
artificial intelligence and machine learning, Sixgill automates the
production cycle of cyber intelligence from monitoring, to extraction to
production, uniquely focusing on relevant threat actors where significant
amounts of cybercrime takes place. Providing prioritized and automated
real time alerts when threats are detected and then providing a

comprehensive threat intelligence picture through advanced data mining
and behavioral analytics of the threat actors, the time from alert to receipt
of automated actionable intelligence is the fastest on the market.
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https://www.cy-ot.com/

Cy-oT
We are surrounded by billions of connected devices. The desire to have a
modern, innovative work environment has brought these devices into

organizations, and connected them to their networks. They are the
weakest link in the cyber-security chain. This is where Cy-oT comes in,
providing an integrated security solution by:
• Providing full visibility of all connected devices
• Leveraging data science to ensure accurate detection of malicious

activities
• Mitigating threats and neutralizing malicious activity in real-time Cy-oT
protects the world's most sensitive organizations including secured
organizations (government, police departments), data centers, financial
institutions, healthcare industries, manufacturing facilities, SCADA
companies

and

more.
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www.cyesec.com

CYE
Founded in 2012 with offices in US and Europe, CYE’s provide proactive
cyber security assessment coupled with optimized mitigation planning to

provides an organization with a robust cyber security posture. CYE’s
offering is a fusion of technology and services, combined to ensure an
understanding of the current cyber security posture of the organization
together with a clear and optimized mitigation plan which is continuously
updated

throughout

the

service

duration.

CYE’s offering contains SaaS solutions platform powered by cutting-edge
technology combining advanced artificial intelligence with professional
services delivered by world leading security experts that helps
organizations focus on threats that are tailored to their risk landscape and
attack surface. CYE’s continuous cybersecurity assessment solution drives a
measured and precise increase in organizational cyber security maturity
and streamlines prioritized remediation across the organization’s assets.
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https://empow.co/

empow
empow’s i-SIEM is integrated with Elastic Search, through a powerful OEM
partnership, which combines empow’s advanced SIEM technology with
Elastic’s best-in-class search capabilities. empow’s i-SIEM requires barely
any human-generated rules to create and maintain, lowering the burden
on security teams and enabling a uniquely effective SIEM.
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https://www.guardicore.com/

*Guardicore
Guardicore is an innovator in data center and cloud security that protects
your organization’s critical assets using flexible, quickly deployed, and easy
to understand micro-segmentation controls. Our solutions provide a
simpler, faster way to guarantee persistent and consistent security — for
any application, in any IT environment. Guardicore was founded in 2013
with the goal of reinventing security to place greater emphasis on security
beyond the traditional network perimeter. Guardcore has been entrusted

to protect the data centers of enterprises across North America, South
America, and EMEA in financial, healthcare and retail industries, including
global, blue-chip brands.
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https://www.imvisiontech.com/

imVision
Our product is commercially deployed, on-premise and on hybrid cloud,
with Global Fortune 500 customers, performs business logic analysis by
inferring meaning from sequences of API calls. This enables early detection
and prevention of API attacks before the damage was done, demonstrating
0.001% of false positive and leading to a 90% operational cost reduction.
For digital and highly automated organizations who heavily base their
business and services on APIs and want to protect against API breaches

such as data theft, fraud, and account takeover. The API Anomaly
Management Platform (AMP) is an API threat protection platform that
leverages algorithms from NLP domain to automatically learn API’s
behavioral patterns semantics, enabling early detection and prevention of
abnormal API usage. Unlike legacy web security solutions, AMP can detect
the unknown API attacks while requiring zero human configuration and
tuning alongside zero-latency addition.
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https://www.neuralegion.com/

Neuralegion
NeuraLegion helps eliminate the huge shortage of security personnel by
enabling every developer to run their own security tests. We empower
developers to incorporate our automated Dynamic Application Security
Testing (DAST) solution into their unit testing process so they can resolve
security concerns as part of their agile development process. Our DAST
platform integrates into the SDLC fully and seamlessly. Test results are
provided to the CISO and the security team so they have complete

visibility into vulnerabilities found and re-mediated. We can scan any
target, whether Web Apps, APIs, Web sockets or Mobile servers to help
enhance DevSecOps and achieve regulatory compliance with our realtime, false positive free actionable reports of vulnerabilities In addition
our ML based DAST solution (NexDAST) provides an Automated solution to
identify Business Logic Vulnerabilities.
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https://www.reblaze.com/

Reblaze
Reblaze is a cloud-based, fully managed protective shield for sites and web
applications. Hostile traffic is blocked in the cloud, before it reaches the
protected network. Reblaze is a comprehensive web security solution,
providing a next-gen WAF, DoS and DDoS protection, bot mitigation,
scraping prevention, CDN, load balancing, and more. The platform offers a
unique combination of benefits. Machine learning provides accurate,
adaptive threat detection. Dedicated Virtual Private Clouds ensure

maximum privacy. Top-tier infrastructure assures maximum performance.
Fine-grained ACLs enable precise traffic regulation. An intuitive web-based
management console provides real-time traffic control. A one-month trial
offer allows you to assess Reblaze with no cost, risk, or obligation.
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https://www.minereye.com

MinerEye
MinerEye is based in NY and Israel, and is working with customers and
partners worldwide. It has been recognized by Gartner as a leader in the
information governance emerging technologies space, and most recently,
was granted by the EU Horizon2020 with funding for its Data Classification
and Security Solution for Secure and Compliant Cloud Adoption.
A) Accelerating Cloud Adoption/Migration and/or Data Protection
programs.
B) Mapping unstructured data repositories (local file shares, local
SharePoint, Cloud repositories such as OneDrive, SharePoint Online,
AWS, Box).
C) Automatically categorizing the data into actionable categories: data
that needs to be minimized, segregated (e.g. GDPR, FINMA data

secrecy act etc.) or secured, due to PII / PHI / PCI elements found and
more.
D) Integration with: Azure AIP, DLP and other security and orchestration
software systems.
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https://odi-x.com/

ODIX
odix pioneers, develops, and markets advanced Content Disarm and
Reconstruct (CDR) solutions for proactive cybersecurity in enterprises of all

sizes. odix’s technology prevents malware infiltration of organizational
networks by removing all malicious code from a wide range of file types.
The odix process is done on the fly and does not affect business continuity.
Uniquely, odix protects files from known and unknown future attacks.
odix’s customers include leading enterprises in diverse sectors such as
financial, governmental, industrial and health i.e. Dominion Energy, Vistra
Energy,

Curtiss

Wright,

European

Investment

Bank

(EIB),

Bank

Internationale Luxemburg (BIL), Harel Insurance and more. odix operates
from its Israeli headquarter, USA and Luxemburg offices.
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https://orca.security/

Orca Security
Orca Security is the Cloud Visibility Company.
The Orca Cloud Visibility Platform utilizes its unique SideScanning™ technology to
seamlessly deliver comprehensive full-stack visibility into your entire cloud
infrastructure and assets at a fraction of the time and cost of alternative approaches.
Orca gives IT security teams the power to enable “Security at the Speed of the Cloud.”
The platforms provide full-stack cloud security visibility for your IAAS and PAAS
environments - using one time, read-only, zero risks, I/S level integration. It detects and
alerts on vulnerabilities, security misconfigurations, and even breaches. We are utilizing
data from the entire stack, including the assets' run time block storage, to give you
comprehensive coverage without the hassle of agents or network scanners.
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www.sasa-software.com

Sasa Software
Sasa Software is a leading provider of Content Disarm and Reconstruction
(CDR) solutions. Instead of relying on detection, Gate Scanner® treats every
incoming file and email as suspicious, using Multi-scanning and proprietary
restructuring , the technology transforms files into a safe and neutralized
trustworthy copy, while maintaining full file fidelity, visibility and usability,
preventing advanced undetectable attacks including Zero Days, APTs and
Ransomware. Gate Scanner® is a proven, award winning technology,

protecting financial/insurance institutions, federal & local governmental
agencies, healthcare organizations and public utilities.
Sasa Software is the 2017 Frost & Sullivan Asia Pacific ICS Security vendor of
the year.
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https://www.transmitsecurity.com/

Transmit Security
Transmit is the leader in Identity Orchestration. The company’s technology
enables large enterprises to standardize and simplify their identity

infrastructure to accelerate and reduce the cost of new account opening,
authentication, authorization, compliance and fraud prevention related
initiatives. Transmit Security’s founders created Trusteer (now IBM
Security) and Imperva (IMPV on NYSE). Transmit Security is self-funded,
and based in Boston and research and development in Tel-Aviv.
The platform’s built-in services save massive development, maintenance,
and license costs, allowing faster adoption of innovation while avoiding
building more "legacy." The Transmit platform supports both customerfacing use cases (CIAM) and workforce use cases (IAM). The platform’s
modular Identity Services Hub allows connecting existing third-party
services such as authenticators, identity-proofing tools, directories, and

risk engines, or simply using out-of-the-box services provided by Transmit,
in any of these categories.
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Israel Cyber Alliance
The Israel Cyber Alliance (ILCA), a joint venture between the Israel Export
Institute, the Ministry of Economy and Industry, and the Israel National
Cyber Directorate, represents more than 350 Israeli companies in the cyber
security field, and works to maximize the effectiveness of their business
engagements with foreign counterparts in Israel and foreign markets. ILCA
exposes Israeli capabilities and innovative cyber security solutions to potential
foreign clients and partners, either as stand-alone solutions or as an
overarching tailor-made suite of solutions, accommodating their specific
short- and long-term needs. To that end, ILCA, which plays a key role in the
Israeli ecosystem and is well acquainted with the needs of the local cyber
industry, holds the most comprehensive and up-to-date database of Israelibased cyber security companies.
ILCA's wide and global network of partnerships with foreign counterparts,
from the public and private sectors alike, is constantly exploring new avenues
of cooperation with its existing partners. Additionally, ILCA is looking to
expand its network and forge new productive partnerships with foreign
governments and organizations, in order to generate substantial business
value both for its Israeli members and for its foreign counterparts and
partners.
Request a Meeting
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Israel Export Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a non-profit
organization supported by the government of Israel and the private sector,
facilitates business ventures, joint ventures and strategic alliances between
overseas and Israeli companies. Charged with promoting Israel's business
community in foreign markets it provides comprehensive, professional trade
information, advice, contacts and promotional activities to Israeli companies.
Furthermore, the IEICI provides complementary services to business people,
commercial groups, and business delegations from across the globe: IEICI
uses its unique and one of a kind network with the prosperous startup
ecosystem in Israel, and connects the foreign players, according to their field
of interest.

Ms. Yaara Sabzerou
Manager| Cyber Security Unit
+ 972-50-822-8357
yaaras@export.gov.il
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Foreign Trade Administration
The Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) at the Israeli Ministry of Economy and
Industry manages and supports Israel’s international trade and trade policy by

promoting trade and exports, initiating and maintaining trade agreements,
attracting and facilitating foreign investments and creating strategic cooperation
with foreign companies. Through our headquarters in Jerusalem together with
over 40 economic and trade missions in key financial centers throughout the
world, the FTA promotes Israel’s economy worldwide. Israel’s economic and trade
missions are at the forefront of the Israeli government’s efforts to boost our
industries in foreign markets. Our team of highly experienced economic
representatives and business consultants provide a wide range of services to
Israeli companies and to the international business community.

Mr. Inon Elroy
Economic Minister, Head of Economic and Trade Mission to North America
(+1.646) 779-6878
Inon.Elroy@israeltrade.gov.il
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Israel National Cyber Directorate
in the Prime Minister’s Office, serves as the Prime Minister’s and
government’s staff, which devises a national cyber defense policy, promotes
its implementation, and provides recommendation on cyber-related matters.
It strives to advance the State of Israel’s leading posture as a global
powerhouse for cyber security-related research and development, by
investing dedicated resources in the Israeli academy, human capital, and
cyber security industry. It enhances the cooperation and synergy between
the private sector, the government and international partners, in order to
create a unique and dominant cyber security ecosystem in Israel.

Mr. Roi Yarom
Director, Economy and Growth| INCD
+ 972-52-838-9523
RoiYa@cyber.gov.il
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